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Abstract
Precise yield estimation is a relevant challenge for agriculture. In this paper we apply simple
feedforward neural networks (FFNN) on the problem of color-based grape detection in field
images, achieving an average classification rate of 93% near realtime. Our evaluation shows
a detailed comparison between our FFNN approach and SVMs handled by up to date SVM
implementations, revealing FFNN can slightly outperform SVMs regarding computation
time while obtaining competitive results. Furthermore our results are not only competitive
with state of the art results of pixelwise color-based classification in the application field of
precision farming but show also new contributions by investigating the influence of using
different color models and evaluating our classifiers on different lighting conditions and
grape varieties.
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Introduction

Computer vision offers various approaches to automate yield estimation thereby reducing costs
and improving estimation quality. In this contribution we present a novel approach for color
based detection of grapes using simple feedforward neural networks and compare it to an SVM.
The idea is to learn common grape pixel color values and separate those from the image backgrounds. With our approach we are able to detect grapes near realtime with an average classification rate of 93% which is the same value the SVM achieves. We obtain a far better runtime
performance than SVMlight and a slightly better compared to SVMperf. For images with
difficult illumination we also briefly present a template matching based procedure.

1.1

Related Work

In most existing research on this topic other classifiers are used. Liu et al. [4] use a bayesian
classifier for color based detection of grapes and also compare the influence of choosing different
color models. It is therefore the most related contribution and aims to an accurate weight
prediction capability. The pixelwise results show a true positive rate of 95% with a false
positive rate of 2% on daytime images of red grape types. We aim to apply our approach to
several different conditions as well. Nuske et al. [6] detect potential berry locations by radial
symmetry transform, while Roscher et al. [9] propose Hough transformation for shape based
grape detection. In a broader context there are also attempts using artificial neural networks
for solving similar problems. Probabilistic neural networks are used by Wu et al. [10] and Kadir
et al. [3] for leaf classification. Both extract some geometric and morphologic features and use
them as input. Phung et al. [7] use a neural feedforward network to separate skin colors from
background. Phung also examines different color models but does not use a SVM approach. He
does not mention any details about the network structure except it consists of 9 to 15 neurons
and has less than 40 connections. Nakano [5] uses neural networks for evaluating the quality
of apples using their color. The network consists of three layers with 11, 10 and 5 neurons.
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Besides the color data he uses further statistical values like color ratio as input. A distinction
in fruit and background pixels is not performed in his work since the images are taken under
tight conditions where the fruit is always located in a certain region.

1.2

Methods and Procedures

The available dataset consists of more than 50 high-resolution color images of grapevines.
They were divided in 4 classes of approximately the same size: Day- and nighttime images with
artificial lighting as well as red and white grape types (cf. fig. 1 (a)). The type of image is
often associated with the complexity of the classification task:
• class I: Nighttime images of red berries, easy to moderate. The red berries provide a very
high contrast to the green leafage, but in very dark images they are not easily separable
from the background.
• class II: Nighttime images of white berries, difficult. The berries are very difficult to
distinguish from the leafage.
• class III: Daytime images of red berries, easy. Background and leafage clearly distinguish
from the berries.
• class IV: Daytime images of white berries, very difficult. The berries are very difficult to
distinguish from the leafage; additionally shadows exacerbate the classification.
We masked visible berries in the images manually with a specific color for creating ground truth
and be able to measure the performance. We further divided the masked images in each class
in training- and small testsets. After the masking task we trained SVMs with SVMlight and
SVMperf1 on that data and tested different settings. After that suitable feedforward networks
were tested. We compared the classification rate and time complexity of both classifiers. Because we are particularly interested in the positive class which is sometimes rare compared to
the background, we used precision-recall-charts instead of ROC curves for evaluation. We also
developed a template based approach for images with difficult illumination.
Note that although it may seem like few data is used, each image in fact provides approximately
75000-250000 training/validation examples each, which is quite comprehensive regarding the
presented approach. For example, Liu et al. [4] use 16 images for their pixelwise color-based
approach, which is fully sufficient. Also note that considering the simple classifiers, overfitting
is very unlikely to happen.
We used a cross validation procedure to confirm our results. For this, we randomly selected
20% of the positive examples and 20% of the negative examples in the whole training set for
classification and trained the classifiers on the remaining data. We took 20% of each class
because the training sets are sometimes inbalanced and we wanted to ensure that a reasonable
number of berry pixels will always be part of the test sets (80:20 train/test ratio in average for
each class vs. a fixed 80:20 ratio). We repeated this 10 times and averaged the results.
In order to simplify training and testing processes, a graphical user interface with an interface to
SVMlight/SVMperf was developed (cf. fig. 1 (b)). It allows to load any well-formatted imagebased dataset in different color models and adjust the ratio of positive and negative training
examples through skipping samples on the respective side. It provides kernel parameter, regularization term and count of support vector options for SVMlight resp. SVMperf. For ANNs
1 SVMlight

and SVMperf were developed by Thorsten Joachims, http://svmlight.joachims.org/.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Sample images of each class. TL: red berries at night, TR: red berries at day, BL:
white berries at night, BR: white berries at day. (b) Main interface of the software.
the user can vary activation functions (sigmoid/tangens hyperbolicus), learning rate, number
of hidden layers, number of neurons per layer, initial weight value range and whether after each
iteration an order randomization should be performed. Observation and performance evaluation tools like network structure display, error graph, hinton chart and precision-recall-chart
generator are provided as well as I/O-tools for saving and loading ANNs and SVMs trained
within the software.
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Classification using SVM

In this work we use SVMlight and SVMperf for SVM training and classification. The color data
is committed as normalized 3-tuples, represented in RGB-, HSV-, CIE-LAB- or YCbCr-color
model. After that the SVM is trained linearly or with polynomial kernel
P (x, x0 ) = (sxT x0 + c)d

s, c, d ∈ R

(1)

respectively radial basis function kernel
2

K(x, x0 ) = exp(−γ kx − x0 k )

γ ∈ R+

(2)

on the data prepared as mentioned above, where x and x0 are two input samples and s, c, d
respectively γ are arbitrary.

2.1

Results with SVMlight

Our results show that on day- and nighttime images of red berries (classes I and III) high
classification rates can be achieved (cf. fig. 2 (b), (f)). The daytime images in class III
are often even easy to classify linearly. The classification rate on the test set is only up by
0.29% when using the rbf-kernel. However, linear classification is not suitable for the presented
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Figure 2: One test image per class. (a) Raw image of class I. (b) Classification: rbf, HSV,
99.07% overall performance. (c) Image of class II, the red marks displays indiscernible colors.
(d) Classification: rbf, LAB, 91.87% overall performance. (e) Raw image of class III. (f) Classification: rbf, RGB, 98.39% overall performance. (g) Raw image of class IV. (h) Classification:
rbf, LAB, 83.11% overall performance.
nighttime image (a). Because of the low contrast between berries and the dark background both
classes can not get clearly distinguished so that the classification result is only 88.36% while
achieving a 99.07% rate using rbf-kernel (b). Images of white berries are clearly more difficult to
classify because of the similar colors in leafage and berries. Figure (c) shows some indiscernible
colors. Therefore (d) shows indifferent results with some gaps visible. The problem is even
more notable in class IV so that the SVM training has to be restarted several times with higher
error tolerance.
The choice of the color model has higher influence when classifying linearly. However, there are
deviations of only 1-2%. CIE-LAB-model achieved the highest classification rates on rbf-based
SVMs (table 2). The precision recall charts show a slightly weaker result for the HSV-model
in III and IV (cf. fig. 4). The use of the polynomial kernel is clearly more CPU-intensive
than using only linear classification while not achieving the results of the rbf-kernel. Therefore
especially the rbf-kernel parameters are further optimized. When using the rbf-kernel the best
value for γ needs to be found (see (2)). In addition the regularization term C can be modified,
which is used for an adjustable tolerance towards false classifications. If training examples
x ∈ Rm and class affiliations y ∈ Rm are given, the equation
m

X
1
2
arg minw,b kwk + C
ξi
2
i=1
under the constraint yi (hw, xi i + b) ≥ 1 − ξi

∀1 ≤ i ≤ m

(3)
(4)

needs to be solved. The term C is weighting the sum of violated constraints ξi , leading to high
tolerance for false classification for low C-values. Therefore too low values leads to underfitting,

high values to overfitting. The optimal choice of γ and C depends on the respective problem.
We did an optimization of C and γ parameters for each class using grid search. For each pair of
parameters (C, γ) we trained an SVM and measured the error on the residual data. The result
was that the default parameters of SVMlight were the optimal compromise between training
time and classification rate in each class. No further notable optimization was possible (cf. fig.
3 for results on class III).
As described in section 1.2, we used cross-validation to confirm our results. The average results
were 96.89% for class I, 91.61% for class II, 97.97% for class III and 79.14% for class IV, as shown
in table 3. Overall the SVM approach achives classification rates of up to 99% on red berries
while some weaknesses can be seen on white berries. The usage of the rbf kernel trick improves
the result substantially, especially on images with difficult illumination (table 1). Grid search
showed no significant opportunity for further optimization. The influence of different color
models can be considered as small. The highest average classification rate was achieved using
the CIE-LAB model, and the precision recall charts show a minor below-average performance
of the HSV-model. The computation times for training and classification, especially using rbfkernel, were relatively high requiring sometimes training time of over thirty minutes for a single
image performed on an dual-core Intel Core i7 @2,8Ghz system with 8GB RAM.
Table 1: Comparison of precision-recall values for linear and rbf-based SVMs using default
threshold of 0.5.
Type
Prec. I Rec. I Prec. II Rec. II Prec. III Rec. III Prec. IV Rec. IV
Linear
RBF
Change

0.92
0.91
-1.1%

0.858
0.9
+4.9%

0.58
0.71
+22.4%

(a)

0.57
0.61
+7%

0.81
0.76
-6.2%

0.67
0.67
+-0%

0.87
0.84
-3.5%

0.15
0.37
+146%

(b)

Figure 3: Results of the parameter optimization examination for daytime images of red grapes,
class III. (a) Grid search with classification result. (b) Grid search with training time.

2.2

Results with SVMperf

We also used SVMperf as a comparison because it provides a more efficient training algorithm,
especially for nonlinear SVMs when using rbf-kernel. It uses the Cutting-Plane Subspace Pursuit (CPSP) algorithm proposed by Joachims et al. [2] whose runtime is clearly determined by
the number of support vectors parameter. We also used grid search to optimize error tolerance
and the number of support vectors and ended up with far better training and classification

runtime performance than SVMlight while obtaining rather slightly minor results. For classes
I and III only around 8-60 support vectors and a small error tolerance value were suitable
for results of 97.92% (training/classification time 16.4/2 seconds) vs. 99.07% with SVMlight
respectively 98.57% (training/classification time 2.1/1.5 seconds) vs. 98.39% with SVMlight.
However, on classes II and IV 100-200 support vectors were needed in combination with an
high error tolerance because of the already not completely distinguishable training data. The
best overall result for class II was 87,92% which is 3,65% below SVMlight reference respectively
79.41% for class IV which is 3.7% below the SVMlight result. Training took about 21 seconds
resp. 40 seconds but classification only about one second each.
Even if SVMperf does not exactly achieve the SVMlight classification rates it is still recommended because of its far better runtime performance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Precision-recall-charts with varying evaluation threshold for SVM, showing the different color models in comparison. (a) I, (b) II, (c) III, (d) IV.
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Classification using ANN

We use simple full-linked feedforward networks consisting of an input layer with three neurons,
an output layer with one neuron and a variable number of hidden layers. We train the network
1
using the backpropagation algorithm and use sigmoid sig(x) = 1+exp(−x)
respectively tangens
2x

hyperbolicus tanh(x) = ee2x −1
+1 activation functions. The color values are committed similar to
the SVM approach as normalized 3-tuples in the given color model.
As we investigate the simple perceptron (3-1) it leads to the same results as for the linear SVM.
The perceptron obtains lower results on every image class. In contrast, the usage of just one
hidden layer (3-3-1) achieves an overall performance of 98% to 99% on classes I and III (cf.
fig. 5 (b), (f)). The results on images of classes II and IV shows the same weaknesses as the
SVM. A network with two hidden layers achieves a classification rate of 92% on a test image
of class II (cf. fig. 5 (d)). The detection on images of class IV is really difficult (cf. fig. 5 (h)).
Even the classification rate on the training images is sometimes not higher than 70% because
of many equal color values in both classes. However, we attain a classification rate of 81% on
the depicted test image.
We experimentally obtained the best results with network structures 3-3-1 or 3-3-3-1. A single
hidden layer is sufficient for images with adequate contrast which applies mainly to images of
red berries (classes I and III). For classes II and IV two hidden layers are recommended, while
more layers already tend to overfitting and are slower. Single layer perceptrons were not able to
classify images of classes I, II and IV with good results. We used the cross validation procedure
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Figure 5: One test image per class. (a) Raw image of class I. (b) Classification: One hidden
layer, HSV, 99.09% overall performance. (c) Raw image of class II. (d) Classification: Two
hidden layers, RGB, 92% overall performance. (e) Raw image of class III. (f) Classification: One
hidden layer, RGB, 98.41% overall performance. (g) Raw image of class IV. (h) Classification:
Two hidden layers, HSV, 81% overall performance.

as described in section 1.2 to confirm our results. The average results were 97.27% for class I,
92.3% for class II, 97.9% for class III and 77.5% for class IV, as shown in table 3, which is very
competitive to the SVM cross-validation results.
The influences of choosing different color models are rather low, but in general higher as for
the SVM. The highest average classification rate is achieved by the RGB model (table 2). The
precision-recall-graphs of classes II and III (cf. fig. 6) show some advantages for the RGB
model as well.
Overall the ANN approach obtains very good results on classes I and III. On the other image
classes low contrast diminishes the result as for the SVM. The RGB model shows the highest
average classification rate. When learning images with imbalanced ratio between positive and
negative training examples it shows sometimes favorable to modify this ratio through withdrawal
of some examples of a certain class. The computation times for training and classification were
low or very low, mostly five to thirty epochs were sufficient for training.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Precision-recall-charts with varying evaluation threshold for ANN, showing the different color models in comparison. (a) I, (b) II, (c) III, (d) IV.
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Template Matching

We also used template matching as an attempt for images with difficult illumination. Because
it also considers the adjacent colors it can indirectly include shape properties and therefore has
the potential to better up the result on these images. We investigated the following common
distance measurements mean absolute distance and mean square distance:
P −1 Q−1
1 XX
|I(x + p, y + q) − t(p, q)|
mad(x, y) =
P Q p=0 q=0

(5)

P −1 Q−1
1 XX
(I(x + p, y + q) − t(p, q))2
msd(x, y) =
P Q p=0 q=0

(6)

Given x, y and the template size P, Q, the formula calculates the difference between the color
values given in the region {x, ..., x + P − 1} × {y, ..., y + Q − 1} of image I and the given template t of size P ∗ Q.
The process can be described as follows:
• First a rectangular section is marked and used as the template.
• After this template matching is applied using the different distance measurements.
• A threshold-based evaluation is applied to one selected distance measurement result.
• Finally, the answers are interpreted as segments and the barycenter is determined. The
result is approximately the center of each berry.
Like figure 7 shows the result improves against the simple color based classification. The falsepositive rate is very low. However, some small or unlike colored berries are not detected, leading
to low recall. As (f) and (i) illustrate, the blue channel has the least detected similarities in
the background. We recommend to use mean absolute difference since mean square difference
is more sensitive to noise.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 7: Template Matching applied to an image of testset IV. (a) Raw image. (b) Binarization
of the mean absolute difference results on the blue channel. (c) Result of the cluster procedure.
(d) mad, red. (e) mad, green. (f) mad, blue. (g) msd, red. (h) msd, green. (i) msd, blue.
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Evaluation

The nonlinear results of both examined classifiers are of equal quality (table 2). SVMlight
obtains higher classification rates than SVMperf in average. As the table implies the differences
between SVMlight and ANN results are small with a highest deviation of 2.45% in class IV
on YCbCr. Table 3 illustrates the minor differences as well at the cross-validation results.
The ANN is really fast in training and classification processes in general and significantly
faster than SVMlight. Given an average image size of 500x336 (168000 tuples) an rbf-based
SVM in SVMlight needs about 650 seconds for training while an ANN only needs 21 seconds.
However, training time of the ANNs varies greater because some restarts may be required for
an optimal result due to local minima in the error function. At classification the SVM needs
about 191 seconds, the ANN only around 0.7 seconds for about 150000 tuples. This shows the
near real-time classification capability of our ANN approach. SVMperf, which uses the CPSPalgorithm, performs significantly better than SVMlight regarding computation time while not
fully obtaining the same classification rates on classes II and IV (about 3.6% lower results).
Moreover, SVMperf still is slightly slower in classification compared to the ANN.

Table 2: Comparison of the best obtained test data results (ANN vs. SVMlight).
Class
I
II
III
IV
avg
Class
I
II
III
IV
avg

Type of grape

Day/night

SVM RGB

SVM HSV

SVM LAB

SVM YCbCr

Red
White
Red
White

Night
Night
Day
Day

99.02%
91.57%
98.39%
83.01%
93%

99.07%
91.83%
98.34%
83%
93.06%

99.05%
91.87%
98.28%
83.11%
93.08%

99.1%
91.6%
98.4%
81.13%
92.56%

Type of grape

Day/night

ANN RGB

ANN HSV

ANN LAB

ANN YCbCr

Red
White
Red
White

Night
Night
Day
Day

98.79%
92.29%
98.41%
83.19%
93.17%

99.09%
89.39%
98.21%
83.39%
92.52%

98.7%
89.45%
98.39%
83.56%
92.53%

97.23%
89.57%
98.18%
83.58%
92.14%

Table 3: Comparison of the cross-validation results (ANN vs. SVMlight).
Class
I
II
III
IV
avg
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Type of grape

Day/night

SVM result

ANN result

Red
White
Red
White

Night
Night
Day
Day

96.89%
91.61%
97.97%
79.14%
91.4%

97.27%
92.3%
97.9%
77.5%
91.24%

Conclusion and Outlook

In this contribution we showed that even simple feedforward neural networks can achieve the
same classification performance as an SVM while exceeding SVMperf slightly with respect
to classification runtime performance. Future work could investigate some more sophisticated
training algorithms such as Quickprop (Fahlman [1]) or resilient backpropagation (Riedmiller et
al. [8]) to further improve training performance. We also showed that the results are competitive
with state of the art results like the color histogram classifier proposed by Liu et al. [4] while
extending the observation to more different conditions. This observation showed that for images
of white grapes with difficult illumination a pixelwise color classification approach is not always
sufficient. Here a combination with shape-including approaches is highly recommended. We
shortly suggested a template matching based approach to deal with this problem.
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